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Risk factors for ASF incursion in Romanian farms
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Dhollander, S. 3

Conclusion: The results of this study showed that close proximity to outbreaks in domestic farms was a risk factor in
commercial as well as backyard farms in Romania. Furthermore, in backyard farms, the number of domestic outbreaks
within 2 km around farms, wild boar abundance around the farm, short distance to wild boar cases and growing crops
around the farm, which could potentially attract wild boar were statistically significant risk factors, and these risk factors
could be interpreted as a proxy for the circulation of ASF virus in the surroundings. Additionally, herd size, visits of
professionals working on farms and feeding forage from ASF-affected areas to the pigs were risk factors for ASF incursion
in Romanian backyard farms.
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Material and methods
• Period: 15. May – 15. September 2019 (For backyard farms – to 15. august)
• Case farms matched to controls by
• Herdtype – Commercial (5 controls per case), Type A (5 controls per case), backyard (2 controls per case)
• County (except commercial farms)
• All outbreak herds from 23 counties could be selected as cases
• Maximum of 8 cases per county per week

Data:
• Questionnaire – 42 questions
• Numbers and age groups of animals (6 questions), Practice of slaughter, outdoor access and other species (5
questions), Wild boar around (6 questions), Indirect contacts (vehicles, visitors) (3 questions), Feed and water
(8 questions), Bedding, manure and fencing (4 questions), Contact to other farms in HRP (6 questions),
Observation of flying insects (4 questions)
• ADNS – coordinates on outbreaks & WB cases
• Wild boar abundance and domestic pig/farm densities
• Forest density and lakes/river within 1km

Analyses:
• Logistic regression model
• Mathched design
• Run in R (survival package, clogit function, strata=case-farm-ID)

Map of Romania, yellow indicates counties included in the study, red bars are cases included (n=200),
green bars are control farms included (n=455)., study period 15 May-15 September 2019
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